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Russian Warplane Down: NATO’s Act of War

By Tony Cartalucci, November 24 2015

With cameras rolling, Turkey has claimed it has shot down a Russian Sukhoi Su-24 attack
aircraft.

NATO Calls Emergency Meeting After Russian Su-24 Downed Over Syria

By Sputnik, November 24 2015

NATO has called an emergency meeting after Russian Su-24 jet  was downed over the
Turkish-Syrian border.  The NATO ambassadors will meet in Brussels at 5 pm (4 pm GMT).

President Putin’s Statement on Russian Jet Fighter Shot Down by Turkey. Meeting
with King Abdullah II of Jordan

By President Vladimir Putin, November 24 2015

Vladimir Putin had talks with King Abdullah II bin Al-Hussein of the Hashemite Kingdom
of Jordan, who is in Russia on a working visit. Below is the transcript of a recent meeting
between both leaders.

Russia “Violated” Turkish Airspace Because Turkey “Moved” Its Border

By SyrianFreePress, November 24 2015

This article originally published on October 7, 2015 is of utmost relevance in understanding
the action taken by Turkey to down a Russian jet fighter over Syria airspace. (GR. Editor. M.
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Do We Really Want a “Pre-emptive” World War with Russia?

By F. William Engdahl, November 24 2015

Washington continues making an international  fool  of  herself  by her inability to effectively
counter  the  impression  around the  world  that  Russia,  spending  less  than 10% of  the
Pentagon annually on defense, has managed to do more against ISIS in Syria in six weeks
than the mighty US Air Force bombing campaign has done in almost a year and half.
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